Step Panel Fun Fold card
By: Rose Coleman
SupplyList:

Stamps: Driving By (FREE SAB set)
Inks: Tuxedo Memento Black, Bermuda Bay, Magenta
Madness, Mango Melody
Cardstock: Pool Party, Basic white, Magenta
Madness
DSP: Sunshine & Rainbows (FREE SAB)
Simply Marbleous (FREE SAB)

Measurements:

Cardbase: (Pool Party) - 4 1/4” x 10 1/2” scored at
5-1/2”, 6-3/4”, 8-3/4”, 10”
DSP: 4” x 5-1/4” (rainbows)
Front Cardstock (Pool Party) 2-1/2” x 6” scored at
4-1/4” x 5-1/2”
DSP (stripe pattern) - 1-3/4” x 4”
Basic white cardstock: 2-1/4” x 4”
Basic white cardstock: 1” x 4” (Greeting on the
bottom)
Basic white cardstock: 2-1/4” x 4”
Basic white cardstock: 4” x 5-1/4” (for the back)
DSP (Magenta madness with diamond pattern): 1”
x 4”
DSP (Magenta madness with diamond pattern): 1”
x 2-1/4”
DSP ( Misty Moonlight pattern): 1/2” x 2-1/4”

Instructions:

1. Use a bone folder to score the score lines of the cardstock Base in the shape of
the Cardbase with the front panel folded forward and the small flap at the
bottom folded up.
2. Place Tear and Tape adhesive on the top flap.
3. Attach the rainbow DSP to the back of this layer and secure the flap to the
card base creating a “box shape” as shown in the picture below.
4. Adhere the striped DSP to the front layer of the box and the Magenta madness
DSP to the top of the “box”
5. Fold the second piece of Pool party cardstock on the fold lines with the top
strip folded away and tear tape at the back and at the bottom
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6. Attach the 2-1/4” x 4” piece of Basic white cardstock top the front of this layer
and attach to the card front.
7. Attach the two Magenta Madness DSP pieces to the top portions of the front
section of the card. (top of the boxes)
8. Using the Cloud punch, Punch a cloud from the Simply Marbleous DSP and
attach to the top of the front layer.
9. Stamp the greeting on a scrap piece of basic white cardstock and punch using
the smaller oval form the double oval punch. Layer this onto the larger Magenta
Madness scallop oval shape. Add to the card front using Stampin Dimensionals
10. Remove the tear tape from the pool party piece and adhere to the card front as
shown in the side profile of the photo below.
11. Stamp the van from the Driving By stamp set using Tuxedo Black ink and color
with Blends.
12. Use paper snips to “Fussy cut” the image out and place it on the card front
using Stampin Dimensionals
13. Adhere the small Misty Moonlight piece of DSP under the van.
14. Embellish using Iridescent Rhinestone Basic Jewels
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